Chronic pancreatitis: Focal pancreatitis or cancer? Is there a role for FNA/biopsy? Autoimmune pancreatitis
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EUS and tissue sampling to distinguish focal pancreatitis from pancreatic carcinoma

EUS imaging has become routine for evaluation of pancreatic masses because of the staging information provided and ability to obtain a tissue diagnosis. However, distinction of pancreatic carcinoma from other malignant and benign pancreatic disorders, in particular focal chronic pancreatitis is particularly difficult. Efforts to increase the accuracy of sonographic imaging have included ultrasound contrast administration [1,2] and use of a self-learning computer program for image analysis. [3] Early results offer promise as to their utility as an adjunctive measure to improve diagnostic accuracy. However, further study is needed to clarify the role of these techniques before general use can be advocated. Until then these techniques should be regarded as investigational.

The addition of fine needle aspiration (FNA) and cytologic review improves evaluation of pancreatic masses providing a sensitivity of ~80 – 90 %, specificity of ~95 – 100 %, and accuracy of ~90 – 95 % [4 – 10]. While FNA is a valuable tool in some, it may not be necessary in all. Although EUS FNA safely provides a high diagnostic accuracy in pancreatic cancer patients [8,11,12], measures should be taken to eliminate unnecessary pancreatic biopsy and to minimize the risk in those whom FNA is indicated. EUS findings most significantly impact clinical decision making in patients with equivocal computed tomography (CT) findings as defined by uncertain presence of a mass and/or potential resectability. EUS is used to verify the presence or absence of a mass and for locoregional staging. When EUS detects unresectable disease then FNA allows a tissue diagnosis. In patients with an apparent resectable mass on CT, EUS appears to maintain a useful role in searching for occult hepatic [13] and/or distant nodal metastases [14], either of which precludes surgery for curative intent. It is in patients with a presumed resectable tumor on PPCT and EUS that the need for a preoperative tissue diagnosis is most debated. There are several potential advantages and disadvantage of pursuing a tissue diagnosis in this setting.

Potential disadvantages in pursuing a tissue diagnosis include:

1.) The false negative rate of 15 – 20% that results from pancreatitis and associated inflammation or fibrosis, sampling error, bloody aspirates and errors of cytological interpretation [7,15,16]. A negative biopsy leaves great uncertainty as to whether it represents a true negative or false negative finding, particularly in those with a high clinical suspicion. Therefore a negative result seldom influences the decision to proceed to surgery.

2.) The risk for complications including pancreatitis, bleeding, and tumor seeding of the peritoneum and/or needle tract [11,15,17 – 19]. Although relatively infrequent (~1 – 2 %), their occurrence may delay, complicate, or even preclude surgical intervention. For this reason, many surgeons avoid biopsy of any pancreatic mass that appears potentially resectable.

Potential advantages for pursing a tissue diagnosis include:

1.) Confirmation of a ductal carcinoma so patients may receive neoadjuvant chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy prior to surgery.

2.) The ability to identify an islet cell tumor, lymphoma, small cell carcinoma, metastatic disease, as well as non-malignant processes such as autoimmune or non-specific chronic pancreatitis. Patients with these disorders typically benefit from alternate management strategies [20,21]. Use of clinical, laboratory, non-invasive imaging, and EUS appearance may offer clues as to the presence of these alternate diagnoses and guide biopsy in this setting.

3.) Many prefer a preoperative tissue diagnosis due to the associated morbidity and mortality of pancreatic surgery and risk of resecting a benign mass. Some would argue that despite the poorer outcomes in some centers, clinical decision-making should be the same. This opinion, however, must be balanced by the affect on physicians and patients who experience poor operative outcomes following resection of what is later realized to be a benign lesion.

4.) Provision of additional information that may assist in preoperative patient and family counseling and selection of therapy. During patient counseling, the differential diagnosis and management options are explained to the patient as well as the ~5 % chance of resecting a benign process [22]. Patients are informed as to the need for resection regardless of the underlying pathology. This approach spares unnecessary biopsy. However, patient concerns often do necessitate EUS FNA and allow focusing the preoperative discussion on the therapy of a known malignancy.

When the decision is made to pursue a tissue diagnosis, steps may be taken to optimize the technique to increase diagnostic accuracy and to minimize the need and risk of pancreatic biopsy including:

1.) Availability of an onsite cytotechnologist or cytopathologist [7,15,16], which improves the diagnostic sensitivity by ~10% compared to performing a predetermined number of biopsies [23].
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2.) Prioritizing the sequence of EUS FNA by directing initial biopsies to sites most significantly impacting tumor stage and patient management [24,25]. This may be achieved through sequential biopsy of: 1.) suspected liver metastases, 2.) malignant appearing mediastinal lymph nodes, 3.) ascitic fluid, 4.) malignant appearing “distant” abdominal lymph nodes, 5.) a malignant appearing local lymph nodes, and then 6.) pancreatic FNA if malignancy is not present in the other sites. This approach avoids need for pancreatic FNA in 10–20% of patients [7,15,19,26–28].

3.) Needle caliber. Limited data support the contention that large caliber (19-gauge) standard needles as well as trucut biopsy needles enhance diagnostic sensitivity [29,30] and potentially after fewer needle passes [31]. Also, EUS TCB enable diagnosis of pathologic states that are difficult to diagnose using FNA alone including AIP, lymphoma, and vascular tumors [30,32]. However, these needles are more difficult to use and have an uncertain safety profile.

4.) Special stains and molecular markers. Diagnosis may be aided by use of special stains for neuroendocrine tumors, flow cytometry for lymphoma, and IgG4 staining for AIP. Initial data support the utility of molecular markers such as p53 gene mutation [33], K-ras mutation [34–36], telomerase activity [35], MUC1 and MUC2 analysis [37], digital image analysis [38], and fluorescence in situ hybridization [38]. These markers may help distinguish benign from malignant tumors when applied to tissue samples or pancreatic fluid. Although results are encouraging and offer promise as an adjunctive measure to improve diagnostic accuracy, their use is still investigational. Further study is needed to clarify the role of these techniques before their use can be widely advocated.

Summary
EUS provides high resolution imaging and guides biopsy often allowing distinction of benign from malignant pancreatic masses when other studies are unable to make this distinction. Controversy centers mostly on appropriate patient selection for FNA. For many patients with a pancreatic mass lesion, there is a clear role for attempted tissue diagnosis and for many others, the role is uncertain and FNA is discouraged. No one approach suits all patients or physicians. FNA findings often do serve as a useful piece of the diagnostic puzzle and may tip the scales in favor of resection or careful observation for those in whom the diagnosis, resectability, and/or operability are in question. In addition, much of the reluctance for pancreatic biopsy lingers from prior uncertainty regarding the safety of EUS FNA, which based on recent reports appears to be an overstated concern. However, the perceived need to obtain a tissue diagnosis in all patients is discouraged. Instead practice patterns should be guided by patient desires and operability, the wishes of the consulting physicians, local expertise, and one’s practice settings. It is also important that each endonosographer be aware of the performance characteristics of EUS, percutaneous, and surgical biopsy in their center. Diagnostic sensitivities and specificities lower than those reported in the literature further reduce the value of FNA and argue against pancreatic biopsy. The overriding consideration must be the potential impact of FNA results on clinical decision making, prognosis, and management. When biopsies are deemed necessary, we should employ methods for acquiring FNA samples shown to reduce the need for pancreatic biopsy, to enhance diagnostic accuracy, and improve safety.

II. EUS and tissue sampling to evaluate autoimmune pancreatitis

Despite the established diagnostic accuracy of EUS FNA in most settings, certain neoplasms such as gastrointestinal stromal tumors and lymphoma are often difficult to diagnose by cytoplogic review [7,23,39]. In addition, well differentiated tumors, tumors with substantial desmoplasia and vascular tumors may be difficult to diagnose using cytology alone [7]. The diagnosis of autoimmune pancreatitis requires a larger specimen than can be provided by FNA alone.

To overcome limitations of needles only allowing cytologic review, large caliber cutting biopsy needles have been developed that acquire samples that allow preservation of tissue architecture and histologic examination [40–47]. Biopsies with these needles have been conducted via several routes including percutaneous (with conventional ultrasound or computed tomography guidance), intraluminal (transanal, transrectal, transvaginal, and transjugal), and surgical (laparoscopic and open) [47–56]. Studies have demonstrated the safety and accuracy of trucut biopsy for diagnosing solid lesions arising in soft tissue, breast, lung, lymph node, pancreas, liver, kidney, adrenal, spleen, prostate, and other sites [47–49,55,57–59]. A trucut biopsy needle has been designed to operate with an echoendoscope (Quick-Core, Wilson-Cook, Winston-Salem, North Carolina). A disposable 19-gauge needle with a tissue tray and sliding sheath permits a histologic core to be obtained. A standard spring-loaded mechanism is employed within the handle to permit automated procurement of biopsy specimens. Our recently described experience with EUS TCB initially in swine [60] and later in humans [61] demonstrated the safety of this device for acquiring histologic tissue representative of the target organs or neoplasm.

Most consider cytologic examination of EUS FNA specimens to be insufficient for diagnosing AIP due to the small sample and lack of tissue architecture. EUSTCB acquires core specimens that preserve tissue architecture and permit histologic review and diagnosis of AIP. Histopathologic features vary, but the most common finding is fibrosis and an intense inflammatory cell infiltrate comprised mostly of lymphocytes and plasma cells usually surrounding medium and large size interlobular ducts accompanied by an oblitative phlebitis predominantly involving venules. Although characteristic histologic findings exist, until recently it has been impractical to use histology to definitively establish the diagnosis preoperatively. What follows is an update to our previously reported experience using EUS and tissue sampling in patients with AIP [32,62].

Mayo experience
To date, 14 patients with a final diagnosis of AIP have undergone EUS TCB with a disposable 19-gauge trucut needle (QuikCore, Wilson-Cook, Winston-Salem, NC), 10 of whom also underwent EUS FNA. The criteria for the diagnosis of AIP were based on a previously established combination of clinical presentation, patient outcome, laboratory findings, and imaging studies [63–
The mean age was 63 years (range 29–85) and 10 were males. A total of 39 TCBs (2.8 biopsies/patient, range 1–4) were obtained from the pancreatic neck, body, and/or tail region. In addition 53 FNAs (5.3 passes/patient, range 2–12) were obtained from ten of the patients. FNA was not performed in all patients due to the earlier experience of failed diagnosis following FNA. The findings of TCB were considered “diagnostic” when either: 1.) histologic review identified an intense lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate surrounding both pancreatic duct branches and venules, or 2.) IgG4 staining detected moderate (10–30 cells/hpf) or severe (>30 cells/hpf) staining of plasma cells. The findings of TCB were considered “strongly suggestive” when either: 1.) histologic review identified an intense lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate without focal involvement of the pancreatic duct branches and venules, or 2.) IgG4 staining detected mild (<10 cells/hpf) staining of plasma cells. Using these criteria, TCB specimens were considered “diagnostic” or “strongly suggestive” in 8/14 and 4/14 patients, respectively. (Fig. 1) Histology revealed only nonspecific changes of chronic pancreatitis in two patients, despite acquisition of an adequate specimen. EUS FNA was performed in 10 of the 14 patients and although adequate material was obtained, the findings were interpreted as normal pancreatic tissue with no pathology identified in either patient. Other than mild transient abdominal pain (n = 1) no complications were identified.

The inability to exclude malignancy led to initial consideration of pancreatic resection. EUS TCB findings alone led to histologic confirmation of AIP thereby obviating the need for resection in 8 patients. EUS TCB and pathologic examination revealed findings strongly suggestive of AIP in 4 patients that when considered along with the HISORT [Histology, Imaging, Serology, other Organ involvement, and Response to steroid therapy] criteria led to medical management. In two patients, although the EUS TCB was not diagnostic of AIP, it did demonstrate the non-specific finding of chronic pancreatitis. In the latter patients, other features were present that led to close observation and medical therapy. All patients were initially treated with Prednisone 40 mg/d for 3 months (1–5 months) with clinical resolution and normalization of liver chemistries. Three patients are in the initial phase of steroid therapy. All patients have experienced a benign course without evidence of malignancy.

Discussion

Autoimmune pancreatitis is a rare but increasingly recognized disorder of unclear pathogenesis and pathophysiology. The term is applied to patients presenting with pancreatic manifestations of what is now recognized as a systemic disorder. AIP is otherwise referred to as chronic inflammatory sclerosis of the pancreas, sclerosing pancreatitis, pancreatitis showing the narrowing appearance of the pancreatic duct (PNPD), sclerosing pancreatocholangitis, duct destructive chronic pancreatitis, and lymphoplasmacytic sclerosing pancreatitis. Although most patients are between 55–60 years at the time of diagnosis, the diagnosis may be made at the age extremes [63,64]. There is a male predominance (2:1) except when the disease is associated with other autoimmune disorders [63,64].

Prospectively evaluated criteria do not exist for establishing the presence of AIP and most rely on a combination of clinical, laboratory, and imaging findings to make the diagnosis [63–66]. Two classification schemes have been established that rely on a spectrum of findings to establish the diagnosis. The Japanese Pancreas Society established the first set of criteria (Table 1) that in order to diagnose AIP requires: 1) diffuse pancreatic enlargement, and 2) diffuse, irregular main pancreatic duct narrowing. Diagnosis also requires any of the following: 1.) increased immunoglobulin G (IgG) level, 2.) presence of autoantibodies (anti-nuclear antibody or rheumatoid factor), and/or 3.) fibrosis and lymphoplasmacytic infiltration within tissue specimens.

Creation of the Japanese criteria was an important step in the diagnosis and management of patients with AIP. However, adoption of their criteria requires performance of sometimes unnecessary interventions such as mandatory pancreatography. Also, evolving or new discoveries such as diagnostic histologic criteria [65], atypical imaging findings [67], specific elevation of IgG4 subclass [68], other organ involvement [69] and response to steroids [70] are not considered by the Japanese criteria. Therefore, their criteria are insufficient to recognize the full disease spectrum thereby limiting diagnostic sensitivity. These limitations led Chari and colleagues [66] to establish the HISORT Criteria that rely on Histology, Imaging, Serology, other Organ involvement, and Response to steroid therapy. Incorporation of these criteria into a diagnostic algorithm has been shown to enhance diagnostic sensitivity without sacrificing specificity.

There are growing data supporting the utility of EUS imaging and tissue acquisition for addressing these new criteria to aid AIP di-

Fig. 1  Demonstration of an intact artery found at the right of the image. In addition, an intense infiltration by lymphocytes and histiocytes results in near complete obliteration of the vein shown at the left of the image.
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**Table 1  Japanese Pancreas Society Criteria for Autoimmune Pancreatitis**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Diffuse pancreatic enlargement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Diffusely irregular MPD narrowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Increased IgG (total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Autoantibodies (anti-nuclear antibody or rheumatoid factor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
agnosis [32,62]. The most characteristic EUS finding is diffuse (sausage-shape) pancreatic enlargement with a hypoechoic, course, patchy, heterogeneous appearance. (Fig. 2) However, there may be significant overlap between the appearance of AIP and other pancreatic disorders. EUS may also reveal an isolated or multiple mass lesions that can mimic “unresectable” ductal carcinoma. Other less common EUS features include glandular atrophy, calcification, cystic spaces, features of non-specific chronic pancreatitis, or even a normal gland. Unfortunately, there are no pathognomonic EUS findings for AIP. Furthermore, while there are a few characteristic features of AIP, none have proven useful in isolation to diagnose AIP and presence in other pancreatic disorders is common. The lack of pathognomonic features and diverse spectrum of EUS findings limits the utility of EUS imaging alone. This has driven the pursuit of safe methods for obtaining tissue to enhance diagnostic accuracy.

Diagnostic uncertainty often exists, in particular for patients with “tumefactive” autoimmune pancreatitis in which the disease is manifest by a mass-like lesion that may lead to biliary obstruction when in the pancreatic head and can be mistaken for pancreatic cancer [71–73]. As a result, many patients undergo unnecessary surgical intervention for a benign lesion that tends to have a fluctuating course often with complete resolution of all manifestations, including jaundice, with or without immunosuppressive therapy as demonstrated in our series [64,70]. In addition, even in patients in whom the diagnosis of AIP can confidently be made without surgery, the natural history and ideal timing of immunosuppressive therapy are uncertain. As a result, new diagnostic modalities are needed that allow safe and accurate diagnosis and monitoring of AIP. The recently introduced EUS TCB device may satisfy these requirements.

There are few data concerning the use of EUS FNA for establishing the diagnosis of AIP and most consider FNA and cytology inadequate for diagnosis. While cyticologic specimens can be examined for lymphocytes and plasma cells, their presence in other disorders limits specificity risking mismanagement of an unrecognized pancreatic carcinoma. Tissue samples collected via FNA lack preservation of tissue architecture which most pathologists consider necessary for diagnosis.

In our experience, in none of the 9 patients undergoing EUS FNA was the diagnosis of AIP possible with FNA alone. However, in the 14 patients in whom tissue was acquired with EUS TCB, histologic review and/or IgG immunostaining was diagnostic (n = 8), strongly suggestive (n = 4), or revealed nonspecific features of chronic pancreatitis (n = 2). For each of the patients, including the patients with only nonspecific findings of chronic pancreatitis, the results of the EUS TCB altered the planned management. Patients underwent medical therapy with corticosteroid administration and were spared surgical intervention.

**Summary**

The lack of pathognomonic imaging features, considerable variation in pancreatic imaging, and diverse spectrum of clinical disease highlight the need for safe measures for acquiring core tissue specimens to enhance the diagnostic accuracy of AIP. Our initial experience supports the assumption that tissue obtained with EUS TCB is sufficient to allow adequate histologic review to diagnose AIP. The findings are useful in guiding management and may prevent misdiagnosis of pancreatic carcinoma risking lost opportunity for potentially curative resection while avoiding unnecessary surgical interventions for those with AIP. While these findings clearly indicate the ability of EUS TCB to establish the diagnosis of AIP, the limited number of patients evaluated prohibits any determination of sensitivity, specificity or safety in this setting.

We favor EUS TCB for patients with a compatible clinical presentation in whom there is diagnostic uncertainty when the findings are likely to alter management. However, future study is needed in
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**Table 2** HISORT Criteria for Autoimmune Pancreatitis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Histology</td>
<td>1. Diagnostic (any one): a) Pancreatic histology showing periductal lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate with obliterator phlebitis (LPSP) b) Lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate with abundant (&gt; 10 cells/hpf) IgG4 positive cells in the pancreas 2. Supportive (any one) a) Lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate with abundant (&gt; 10 cells/hpf) IgG4 positive cells in involved extra-pancreatic organ b) Lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate with fibrosis in the pancreas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Imaging</td>
<td>Typical imaging features: 1. CT/MR: diffusely enlarged gland with delayed (rim) enhancement 2. ERCP: Diffusely irregular, attenuated main pancreatic duct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Serology</td>
<td>Elevated serum IgG4 level (normal 8–140 mg/dl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Other Organ involvement#</td>
<td>Hilar/intrahepatic biliary strictures, persistent distal biliary stricture, Parotid/lacrimal gland involvement, Mediastinal lymphadenopathy, Retroperitoneal fibrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Response to steroid therapy</td>
<td>Resolution/marked improvement of pancreatic/ extrapancreatic manifestation with steroid therapy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
this cohort of patients to establish the: 1) performance characteristics of EUS and tissue sampling and intraductal ultrasound, 2) safety of EUS guided tissue sampling and intraductal ultrasound, and the 3) possible role of ultrasound contrast and power Doppler.
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